
Make sure everyone gets paid

This one is kind of a no-brainer but you'd be surprised how many people don't  realise 
it 's pay week unt il they're somewhere they can't  access their payroll.... 

Your team get paid every week/fortnight/month and just because you?re on holidays, 
doesn?t mean you can shirk your responsibilit ies. If you?re not going to have access to 
your online banking, or you don't  want to be t ied down to complet ing a payroll then 
work out who is going to be paying your staff and communicate the decision with 
everyone.

Confirm your roster

Not all stores have a set roster. To avoid having a situat ion where you?re shop is not 
being staffed correct ly ? a crisis that you won?t be able to fix if you're not there, make 
sure everyone is confirmed for their shifts before you leave, and have back up team 
members for specific shift , put in place, in case of an emergency. 

prepare yoursel f

Will you have phone service and/or wifi

You can get wifi on a plane now but trust me you can't  always get it  where you want it .  
One of my team travelled to Europe for six months and in that t ime could only work for  
a few days because it  was almost impossible to get reliable wifi in the places they were 
staying.  Don't  assume.  Do your research

Will you actually want  to work

There's nothing more deflat ing than gett ing somewhere and wishing you didn't  have a 
bag full of work to do.  If you do take work make sure you give yourself permission for 
it  to be opt ional (unless you are officially combining business and pleasure).  Don't  
make any wild promises to yourself, your staff or your business that you can't  keep!

Allow some downt ime after you get  home

There's nothing more deflat ing than arriving home from holiday and having to go to 
work the very next day and be straight back into the grind.  Factor a day or two to get 
on top of your home chorse and get everyone sett led before you launch back into the 
chaos of work.  A good way to ease yourself in is arrange to meet with your manager or 
the person doing your work the day after you arrive home so you can go in well 
prepared.
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AND FEEL LIKE 

THEY?VE GOTTEN GREAT VALUE



MESSAGE from Sal
Hey there,

In my team we have a long-running joke that we often use as an example at 
live events (well, it 's not really a joke..).

I've discovered I'm a hotel room/accommodation snob. I love staying in nice 
places. I'm more focused on the decor and amenities (like a fridge) than I am 
on anything else.
Elizabeth, on the other hand, is happy to stay just about anywhere. BUT she 
doesn't travel without her $50 Turkish towels. At which point I usually roll my 
eyes - who the heck pays $50 for a towel???
Fiona (who is also a champion cyclist), well, she'll happily camp out in the 
back of her van, as long as her uber-expensive shampoo has been packed.

We all value different things. Neither is right or wrong. It 's just personal 
preference and what we feel is worth paying for.

However, YOU can game the system!

You can hijack how we perceive that value, and in this Action Plan, I'll show 
you how to not only get us all spending more, but thinking we've gotten a 
great deal in the process.



PRICE
ANCHORING



Anchoring is our tendency to rely on the first  piece of information 
presented to us to make a decision. 

Essent ially, when a higher price is presented first , it  becomes the 
benchmark against which all prices are evaluated.

Price anchoring ut ilizes ut ilize one (higher priced) product?s price to give 
your customer a frame of reference for valuing all other products.

When you?ve primed your customer and anchored other products next to 
the more expensive 'anchor', all of a sudden the ?less expensive? item is 
more appealing - even if it 's higher than the customer was prepared to 
pay before they came to your store!

how does this translate for your store?

setting the benchmark

THE SCIENCE BEHIND VALUE

The perceived value your customer has 
placed on an item, will change what 
they are prepared to pay.



ACTION
Now that your wise to this price anchoring strategy,  you're going to 
not ice it  everywhere!
Do your research and see how your competitors, department/chain 
stores  and even stores in OTHER niches, implement price anchoring.
Make notes both instore and online so that you can refer back and see 
which strategies you can implement in your store.
hint: remember, some online strategies translate to physical stores and 
tact ics you see instore may be able to be implemented on your 
webstore

INSTORE



ACTION

ONLINE/ECOMMERCE

Remember, when researching online,  to pay attent ion to side bar 
graphics, category hero images, the information on product pages nd 
even pop up upsells that may appear



NOTES



PRICING 
STRATEGIES



You know your customer better than anyone else.

What drives their 'value' percept ion? For some it 's going to be added products, 
for other it  may be customer experience. Regardless of what your drives your 
customer's percept ion of value, having a price anchor/benchmark is going to 
increase their average spend AND having them feel like they've gotten amazing 
value.

Dan Ariely conducted this experiment on a group of 100 MIT students.

He offered an ad example for subscript ion to The Economist.  Overwhelmingly, 
the more expensive opt ion was 
chosen.

WHICH STRATEGY WORKS
FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS?

Why did the Economist even 
bother with that $125 ?print 
only? opt ion? 

Dan Ariely conducted a second 
survey to show why.

In that survey, Ariely removed the $125 ?print only? opt ion and asked a separate 
set of 100 MIT students what 
they would choose.

 Overwhelmingly, the 
CHEAPEST opt ion was chosen - 
reducing average order spend, 
because there was no 'anchor' 
to benchmark value against.

Need help identifying who your Ultimate Customers 
are and what drives them?

Check out the 'Making It Personal" module 
inside The Retail Academy



Think about  the first  product  (or line of products) that  a customer is met  with in each 
category of your website.
By present ing higher priced products in the first  line, you anchor all further products 
allowing customers to benchmark their own 'value'.
You can do this by set t ing your products to appear as Featured, such as Nordst rom.com 
do in the example below, ordered in Descending order or in some ecommerce 
plat forms you'll be able to set  specific products to appear first

ACTION

©SalenaKnight

EcomMerce - product order

HOW CAN YOU IMPLEMENT THIS oN YOUR WEBSITE  



Do you have different  versions/sizes or part icular products that  allow customers to see 
the different  'values' at  a glance?
When you choose a category on the Dell website,  before you even see the opt ions, 
you're presented with the price comparison for all in the range (note the HIGHEST 
price is shown first  as the anchor.
Instore, the highest-spec product  is usually the display model.
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Ecomerce & INSTORE - COMPARISON

HOW CAN YOU IMPLEMENT THIS IN YOUR STORE/WEBSITE  



Do you have great  profit  margins or exclusive deals that  allow you to offer products at  
a cheaper price than your compet itors? If so, you can use THEIR pricing as an anchor to 
your, more value driven pricing.
HINT: Not a discounter? No problem - this  strategy also works well if you create product 
bundles when your competitor only offers the single product.
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Ecomerce & INSTORE - RRP (or competitor's price) vs your price

HOW CAN YOU IMPLEMENT THIS IN YOUR STORE/WEBSITE  



As you've discovered, by set t ing the 'benchmark' for value ut ilising higher price point  
products, it 's likely to not  only drive up your average order value and customer spend, 
but  also sell more of the mid-t ier products. They key to this st rategy is st rategic visual 
merchandising to set  the price "anchor point ".
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INSTORE - Visual  Merchandising higher price point products as the focus

HOW CAN YOU IMPLEMENT THIS IN YOUR STORE  



A great  way to increase your Average Order Value is using price anchoring by having 
the base product  listed at  a higher price. By combining with upgrades/opt ions/bundles 
or even subscript ions, (which is how onnit .com st ructures their pricing st rategy), the 
combinat ion with the highest  perceived 'value' for each customer is anchored by the 
more expensive and feature-less base product .
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Ecomerce & INSTORE - BASE PRICE + OPTIONS/PACKAGES

HOW CAN YOU IMPLEMENT THIS IN YOUR STORE/WEBSITE  



NOTES
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